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Mr. Gribetz

Roma National Union is an organization which represents Romers in Sweden. We have today 21 member unions connected to the confederation, which represents all Romers groups in the country. We have Finnish romers, Swedish, non-nordic and travellers.

Many of our Romers belong to one or more of these categories which are part of the agreement. We have given our point of view and suggestions from our organization for distribution of these funds. We have agreed that the money should be sent direct to the survivors and inheritors.

Our suggestion is also that national organizations should be given part of this fund to start different kinds of projects in their respective countries. We are interested in seeking funds for some of these projects and information work about social problems and matters concerning the annihilation of the Romer. Information, education, documentation, archives and exhibition. We will also fight against racism, nazism, and discrimination of our Romar. By such means we will find a way for our children and youngsters to integrate easily in to the majority community.

The most important thing for us is to make the world understand and feel the Romers annihilation, so that we do not remain “forgotten people”. The terrible thing which has happened must not happen again.
We know that people from IRU have visited you, and given you their suggestion regarding distribution of these funds, that's why we are interested to know their suggestions and their point of view.
We shall be grateful if you could send copies of their suggestions and projekt-applications if they have made such.
Hoping for a quick and positive reply. You can even fax us at the following no. +46 42 10 77 32

With regards

Stefano Kuzhiov, Chairman